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BiLLY WiLDER
NOBODY'S PERFECT!

“Eighty percent of a picture is writing, the
other twenty percent is the execution, such
as having the camera on the right spot and
being able to afford to have good actors in all
parts”, Billy Wilder once modestly said. And
indeed film critics cannot decide whether he
is a greater scriptwriter or director, although
four of his films belong to the top 100 list
established by the American Film Institute; Sight
&Sound ranks him as the seventh of their great
directors' list and he received the coveted Life
Achievement Award in 1986.
Writing was in the blood of young Samuel
Wilder, whose father would have loved to
see him as a doctor or lawyer. Instead Wilder
started to write for an Austrian newspaper
and reviewed films. In 1926 he moved to
Berlin working for the Berliner Zeitung am
Mittag but also beginning to dabble in fiction.
With Fred Zinnemann and Robert Siodmak he
collaborated on People on Sunday. Emigrating
to Paris, where he directed his first film, and
then to the United States he soon settled in
Hollywood as a screenwriter under contract to
Paramount. First success came with Ninotschka
by Lubitsch to a screenplay by Billy Wilder
and Charles Bracket with whom he was
collaborating for 12 years before he started to
work with “Izzy” Diamond. Eventually Wilder
was allowed to direct his own pictures which
won him 6 Academy Awards during his career.
Double Indemnity, co-written with Raymond
Chandler, is considered by many to be the
film noir par excellence, combining stylistic
elements of Citizen Kane with narrative as
employed in The Maltese Falcon. From 1942 on
Charles Bracket produced many of Wilder's
films until Sunset Boulevard, which was the
end of their collaboration. Wilder began to
produce his own films and succeeded with
The Apartment to win three Academy Awards
for director, screenwriter and producer. By

now he was successful enough to remain
independent for the rest of his career until
his retirement in 1981. He directed Marilyn
Monroe twice, in The Seven Year Itch and Some
Like it Hot, which is considered by many film
lovers to be the best comedy of all time.
Other great hits include The Apartment and
Irma la douce starring Shirley McLaine who
has agreed to share with us her memories of
working with Wilder. Clara and Julia Kuperberg
will also interview film critics such as Joseph
McBride and use unique BBC footage with the
man himself, whose films are always multilayered and often full of caustic wit and irony,
sometimes hidden behind very funny lines. In
typical Wilder fashion he had engraved on his
tomb stone: “I'm a Writer but then Nobody's
perfect”. Clips will include Ninotschka, Double
Indemnity, Sunset Boulevard, Stalag 17, The Seven
Year Itch, Some Like it Hot, The Apartment and
Irma la Douce.

directed by Clara & Julia Kuperberg
produced by Wichita Films
running time 52' Shot in HD

GENE TiERNEY
THE FORGOTTEN STAR

Gene Tierney's life story would perfectly
lend itself to a screenplay for a successful
Hollywood movie with herself starring in it.
She grew up in a well-to-do middle class family
and began to write poetry at an early age. On
a trip to Los Angeles she was taken on a tour
through the Warner Studios. When Anatole
Litvak spotted her, he said to her mother:
she ought to be in pictures. A screen test was
arranged and a contract offered, which her
father however turned down. If she wants
to act, then she should to it in a legitimate
theatre, he thought. Gene Tierney recalled: “I
had been offered a Hollywood contract before my
18th birthday. It gave me the spark I needed!”.
Instead of Hollywood she went to Broadway
where she became a protégé of producerdirector George Abbott. Before she was
twenty she had become the toast of town in
“The Male Animal”. The critic of the New York
Herald noted: “I see no reason why Miss Tierney
should not have an interesting theatrical career
– that is, if cinema does not kidnap her away”,
which promptly happened. Darryl F. Zanuck
had seen a performance and made her into a
real “Fox Girl”. Her motion picture debut was a
supporting role as Eleanor Stone in Fritz Lang's
western The Return of Frank James (1940)
opposite Henry Fonda. She already received
top billing in Ernst Lubitsch's classic comedy
Heaven Can Wait (1943). She rose to stardom
in Otto Preminger's Laura (1943), a part
Jennifer Jones had turned down. The marriage

to costume and fashion designer Oleg Cassini
turned into a nightmare when she gave birth
to a handicapped daughter. During a brief
reconciliation later on a second daughter was
born who luckily turned out perfectly healthy.
Other stormy relationships marked her life,
including one with J.F. Kennedy and Ali Khan,
to mention but two. Less well known are her
years of mental illness, which first manifested
itself during the filming of The Left Hand of
Good (1955) which she only terminated with
the helping hand of Humphry Bogart. She
spent time in various institutions which did
not really help her. In the quest for a genuine
family life she finally married a Texan oil baron
in 1960. The attempted come-back in Otto
Preminger's Advice and Consent (1962) did not
go very far. After some television work she
finally retired and passed away in 1991 at the
age of seventy-one. Agatha Christie is widely
thought to have based her 1962 novel The
Mirror Crack'd from Side to Side on the real-life
German measles tragedy of Gene Tierney and
her baby.
Clara and Julia Kuperberg have been
given access to the family archives with
family photographs, films and notebooks
by Gene Tierney. They will also use existing
interviews with the star, her daughter and
ex-husband Oleg Cassini and footage with her
grandchildren. James Ellroy, Joseph McBride,
Molly Haskell and Michael Mann will assess her
acting career.

directed by Clara & Julia Kuperberg
produced by Wichita Films
running time 52' Shot in HD

Gene Tierny and Oleg Cassini
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TELL THE FACTS AND
NAME THE NAMES

HOLLYWOOD GOSSiP
Nowadays we are used to the most
compromising selfies and Facebook and
there is very little privacy for so called
public persons. This was not the case when
Hollywood was set up. One assumed that
tinsel town was a sort of Sodom & Gomorrah
but one did not know too much detail. All of
this changed when Louella Parsons was hired
by Hearst because she allegedly supported
Hearst's mistress and protégé Marion Davies.
Davies said in her memoires The Time We Had
that Parsons had encouraged readers to give
this girl a chance”. Parsons' syndicated column
for the Los Angeles Examiner and later her
Radio Shows reached Millions. No wonder she
was instrumental in destroying Orson Welles'
Citizen Kane, which was a thinly veiled take on
Hearst and Davies. Louella Parsons reigned
supreme until 1937, when Louis B. Meyer of
MGM and some colleagues decided to have
their own provider of gossip in the person
of Hedda Hopper who had been a modest
actress in silent films. In 1938 she started her
own column in the Los Angeles Times under
the title of Hedda Hopper's Hollywood.
These columnists could make or break the
career of an actor, writer or director. Edda
Hopper, a staunch conservative, was one of
the prime movers in making Charlie Chaplin
leave for Europe in 1952. Actress Mamie van
Doren once confided: “If Louella Parsons was
the Bitch Goddess of my career, Hedda Hopper
was my guardian Angel.” In her biography The
Whole Truth and Nothing But Hedda Hopper
had this to say about her competitor, the
Queen of Hollywood gossip: “With the Hearst
newspaper empire behind her, Louella could
yield power like Catherine of Russia. Hollywood
read every word she wrote as though it was a
revelation from San Simeon, if not Mount Sinai.
Stars were terrified of her. If they crossed her they
were given the silent treatment, no mention of
their names in her column!”

Hedda Hopper and Marilyn Monroe
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Clara and Julia Kuperberg have dug up
wonderful footage with both Louella, who
appeared in Hollywood Hotel (1937), Without
Reservation (1946) and Starlift (1955), and
Hedda Hopper, who played herself as Dolly
Dupuyster in George Cukor's Women (1939).
Even better is Malice in Wonderland in which
Jane Alexander plays Hedda Hopper to
Elizabeth Taylor's Louella Parsons. And Helen
Mirren is presently starring as Hedda Hopper
in Jay Roach's upcoming Trumbo.
Even more vicious was Robert Harrison, The
Sultan of Sleaze or Titan of Titter Tattle, as he
was called. His magazine Confidential exposed
secrets of the stars by using informants
including local detective agencies, the lure
being money, publicity, revenge or blackmail.
As James Ellroy based his screenplay LA
Confidential on the magazine he will have his
say in this highly entertaining documentary, as
will Pat Broeske, journalist and TV personality,
Cari Beauchamp, film critic and very familiar
with Hopper and Parsons, Tony Molette, film
historian, and Samuel Bernstein, author of Mr.
Confidential. Clips will include Hollywood Hotel
(1937), Women ( 1939 ), Sunset Boulevard
(1950), Sweet Smell of Success (1957), Malice in
Wonderland (1985) and LA Confidential (1997)
as well as plenty of unknown documentation.

directed by Clara & Julia Kuperberg
produced by Wichita Films
running time 52' Shot in HD

WOMEN WHO RUN

HOLLYWOOD

Very few people know that Hollywood was
largely dominated by women as filmmakers in
the 1910s and 20s as film director, producer
and historian Ally Acker discovered when
she came across a box of old photographs at
Mark Wanamaker's archive. He also told her
that there were more women producers and
directors in powerful positions before 1920
than at any other time in the motion picture
history. Cari Beauchamp, the biographer of
Frances Marion, explains that early film making
was not considered a proper occupation, and
that women and Jews flocked to Hollywood
as they were not welcome in many other
professions. Clara and Julia Kuperberg had the
good luck to meet Ally Acker, author of Reel
Women: Pioneers of Cinema, who generously
made available priceless footage including
interviews with Lilian Gish and Sherry Lansing.
Before the Big Crash women were creatively
working in Hollywood at all levels. Just look at
Mary Pickford, actress, screenwriter, producer
and astute business woman, who also founded
United Artists in 1919 with Douglas Fairbanks,
Charlie Chaplin and D.W. Griffith. Another
powerful woman was Lois Weber who was

Alice Guy-Blaché

the first woman to own a studio under her
name. She hired Frances Marion who has
more than 400 films to her credit and won
two Academy Awards for screenwriting The
Big House and The Champ, When the talkies
took over with The Jazz Singer film became
big business and the studio system began to
dominate. The people who survived the crash
of 1929 were these canny Jewish businessmen
who started MGM, Fox and Warner Brothers.
They had the big studios and created factory
model film making. Now unions began to
organize themselves without admitting women.
The movie industry became a man's world
and women moved from behind the camera
in front of the camera to become stars and
icons. After WWII the US Government even
disseminated a lot of propaganda to try to get
women to go back home and liberate jobs for
the men coming back.
One of the survivors was Ida Lupino, who
after having made a career in acting, created
The Filmmakers in order to produce her
successful low budget films. She used to say:
“As an actress I am the poor man's Bette Davis
and as a director the poor man's Don Siegel”.
Nevertheless she takes the credit for being the
first woman to direct a film noir: The HitchHiker in 1953.
Only with the woman's lib movement
in the 1960s and early 70s and film schools
mushrooming everywhere did creative women
get another chance in Hollywood, albeit mainly
with independents. Sherry Lansing, one time
president of Fox and later chairwoman of
Paramount Pictures still is the exception. Even
today it is very difficult for women to rise
into the top positions in Hollywood, as Clara
and Julia Kuperberg found out, when talking
to some of the most successful women to
date, including Paula Wagner, producer and
business partner of Tom Cruise, Robin Swicord,
screenwriter and Linda Obst, producer of,
amongst others, Sleepless in Seattle, Contact
and Flashdance.
Film clips include Cinderella with Mary
Pickford (1914), An Unseen Enemy by D.W.
Griffith (1912), Sensation Seekers by Lois
Weber (1927), The Love Light by Frances
Marion (1921 ), The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse by Rex Ingram (1921), Road House
by Jean Negulesco (1948)and The Bride Wore
Red by Dorothy Arzner (1937).

directed by Clara & Julia Kuperberg
produced by Wichita Films
running time 52' Shot in HD
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Nancy & Ronald Reagan in 1952

RONALD REAGAN

A CUSTOM MADE PRESiDENT
Ralph Salerno from the New York police
said in 1967: “Organized crime will put a man
in the White House someday - and he won´t
know it until they hand him the bill”. This man
was Ronald Reagan. His file at the archives of
the FBI carries the number 13.82.196. What
did the FBI try to find out? Ronald Reagan's
relations with the underworld - is there some
proof needed? Just consult Dan E. Moldea's
book Dark Victory, Ronald Reagan, MCA and
the Mob. While Clara and Julia Kuperberg
piece together all the evidence available with
investigative journalists who have researched
the subject for decades they also cleverly
invite James Ellroy, an outspoken fan of
Ronald Reagan's, to give his views, to discuss
the career of the two times president in the
context of his astonishing ascent to power in
post-war America. We hear about a country
that beneath all the Hollywood glitz and
glamour is thoroughly corrupt.
Ronald Reagan, young, good looking and
already a radio commentator for the matches
of his campus took a screen test at Warner
Brothers in 1937, clinched a seven year
contract and became part of the Studio's B
film unit. His first starring role came about with
Love is in the Air. He appeared in a number of
films including Dark Victory with Bette Davis
and Humphrey Bogart and played his last part
in Don Siegel's The Killers in 1964. His agents,
first Jules Stein, and later Lew Wasserman ran
the powerful Music Corporation of America,
MCA. Stein, Wasserman and Korshak were
instrumental in furthering the young actor's
career. First step on the road to fame and
fortune was being elected president of the
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Screen Actors Guild, SAG, a position Ronald
Reagan renewed an unprecedented six times.
In return, as we learn from Dennis McDougal's
Lew Wasserman, the last Mogul, Ronald Reagan
singlehandedly issued a “Blanket Waver”
exclusively to MCA in 1952 allowing them
to produce television programs although the
anti-trust laws prohibited talent agencies from
doing so. As the FBI and its director J. Edgar
Hoover were well aware of Ronald Reagan's
dealings with the mob Hoover issued a
warning. In return for being left in peace the
President of SAG provided the FBI with lists of
Hollywood talent who might have Communist
leanings. This included Nancy Davis, the future
second Mrs. Reagan who was white washed
with the help of the FBI. In the meantime
MCA had begun to systematically buy up
television rights in old movies including the
back-catalogues of Paramount and Warner for
peanuts. Once the deals were done Ronald
Reagan allowed MCA to keep one hundred
percent of the proceeds from these highly
lucrative licenses while their actors got nothing.
MCA pocketed billions.
In return Ronald Reagan was given a 25%
share in General Electric Theater controlled by
Lew Wasserman and Sidney Korshak. Reagan
earned a fortune as prime time presenter. The
next step was a stop in Las Vegas where we
meet the journalist John Smith, an expert in
the history of Las Vegas and its relations with
the mob. It is well known that the legendary
casinos which line the Strip were owned and
operated by gangsters. There is reason to
believe that Meyer Lansky invented the whole
thing and the involvement of Bugsy Siegel

and Lucky Luciano is common knowledge.
Sidney Korshak presided over the Riviera
where Ronald Reagan was turned into a real
“showman” earning the astronomical sum of
75,000 dollars a week. Gus Russo, best known
for his research into the assassination of J.F.
Kennedy, shares with us his findings about
the financing of the glamorous palaces that
mushroomed all over Sin City. Sidney Korshak
seems to have been key to all of this by raiding
the teamsters' pension fund with the help of
their president Jimmy Hoffa. En passant the
megalomaniac Howard Hughes was used
as front man and duly robbed of a fortune.
Maybe Ronald Reagan was manipulated by the
mob, but he himself proved in any event to
be a master of manipulation by avoiding any
scandal along the way.
The next step would be to get him into
politics. The post of Governor of California
would do for starters. In order to pay for
a proper campaign Ronald Reagan would
have to spend considerable sums of money
under public scrutiny. Dennis McDougal tells
us, how Lew Wasserman and Sidney Korshak
organized the sale of Reagan's Malibu Ranch
at 40 times its value to Fox. Ronald Reagan
was elected Governor of California in 1966
and re-elected in 1970. Having been a liberal
democrat Ronald Reagan had now become a
conservative and switched to the Republican
Party on his way in 1962.

October - December 2015
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When campaigning for Barry Goldwater
he made the famous speech Time for Choosing
in 1964. By this time he had become a well
known figure in the political arena. His credo
was “free markets, anticommunism, lower taxes,
limited government”. Gus Russo documents
how carefully all of this was worked out.
In 1980 Wasserman and Korshak finally
got closer to their ambitious task of having
their man at the White House. Regan won
the Republican investiture. The presidential
campaign was overshadowed by the hostage
taking at the US Embassy in Teheran. There
were voices who accused Ronald Reagan and
his camp of having secretly negotiated the
spectacular release of the hostages for after
the elections which may have contributed to
Jimmy Carter's defeat. Ronald Reagan was
elected the 40th President of the United
States. Very quickly he nominated his long time
lawyer William French Smith Attorney General.
And shortly thereafter all investigations by
the FBI into the relations between Hollywood
and the mob, which had been going on for
years, came to a halt as the newly elected
President simply cut the FBI's budget. He also
brought about a change in the anti-trust laws
which made it possible to own Hollywood
Studios and other media interests. Was it a
mere coincidence that the Ex-President on
a speaking tour to Japan earned 2 Million
Dollars for two twenty minute speeches from
a Japanese Multinational now firmly installed in
Hollywood, a sum which was then paid over
by a business partner of MCA?
All of this notwithstanding James Ellroy
qualifies Ronald Reagan as a great President
who caused the end of the Cold War and
ultimately the fall of the Soviet Union.
Clara and Julia Kuperberg have lined up
interviews with James Ellroy, Dan Moldea,
author of Ronald Reagan, MCA and the Mob,
Gus Russo, author of Supermob, Marvin
Rudnick, prosecutor in charge of the MCA
investigations when suddenly the funds were
drying up, Jimmy Lydon, actor who worked
with Ronald Reagan at SAG and John Meroney,
journalist about to publish a book dealing
with Ronald Reagan the actor, clips of movies
starring Ronald Reagan including Helicats of the
Navy, Cattle Queen of Montana, Prisoner of War,
Law and Order, Tropic Zone. The Last Outpost
and many more as well as plenty of never
seen archive footage in order to make their
documentary as comprehensive as possible.
This fascinating profile has been commissioned
by ARTE and will be broadcast during the
week before the Presidential Elections in
November 2016.
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Nancy and Ronald Reagan with Lew Wasserman in the White House
Nancy and Ronald Reagan with Frank Sinatra

directed by Clara & Julia Kuperberg
produced by Wichita Films
running time 52' Shot in HD
Ronald Reagan at the SAG
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PAPER
SCREEN
FROM STORiES TO MOViES
After the great success of In the tracks
of…, a series which by the way will continue,
Prelight Films and Orange Cinéma have
decided to take a look at iconic films based
on pre-existing literature, in most cases
bestsellers. As the film industry tries to
avoid risk, screenplays have very often been
based on what was considered at the time a
bestseller, and the same holds true for today.
The Studios in particular option anything
that looks like a winner in the hope to have
found a story that minimizes their risk. This
presupposes however a very good adaptation
of the existing novel, and this work is usually
done by well-known screenwriters, very often
in direct contact with the original author
who hopes for a second life of his work.
Paper Screen will make the painstaking work
of adaptation visible and comprehensible by
either observing the process of an adaptation,
talking to experienced and highly renowned
screenwriters or, in the best of all cases, by
talking to both the original author and his alter
ego, the screenwriter. As we all know from
the world of opera the libretto is key to the
success of music theater. In the same way the
skill of a screenwriter is key to the success of
a movie. Even a bestseller might turn into a
flop if not well adapted. This brings us to the
eternal question: is the screenplay true to the
underlying novel? Not necessarily, as we shall
find out. The narrative of a novel, very often
from the point of view of a narrator, needs to
be split between the actors, and often logic
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demands additions, which in the novel are left
to the imagination of the reader. Talking about
imagination there is a case which demonstrates
that it can cut both ways. John Le Carré
has repeatedly said, that after having seen
the excellent BBC miniseries adapted from
his novel Smiley's People, he was incapable
to imagine a continuation because having
seen Alec Guinness play the part his own
imagination completely dried up. Obviously the
ideal case is a straightforward collaboration
between an author like Umberto Eco, who
understands the requirements of the screen
and an experienced screenwriter and director
like Jean-Jacques Annaud, who intuitively
transforms the writer’s thoughts and the
emotions described in a novel into something
that works on screen.
Prelight Films have been very carefully
selecting six main genres for their series:
Thriller, Drama, Comedy, Fantasy, ScienceFiction and War. Each episode will look at two
famous adaptations in detail while referring
to others of the same genre where necessary.
They will, where possible, talk to the original
author and the screenwriter, use making of
material, documentation informing about the
historical background of a novel and of course
clips of the titles discussed. This might also
lead to the rediscovery of some literature and
the movies based thereupon. A great French
writer, Jean-Claude Carriere, who has many
screenplays for Bunuel to his credit, will appear
in all episodes.

THRiLLER

The two titles selected are In the Name
of the Rose and The Birds. For The Name of
the Rose based on a novel by Umberto Eco,
the screenplay was produced by Andrew
Birkin, Gérard Brach, Howard Franklin and
Alain Godard. Some of them as well as Eco
and director Jean-Jacques Annaud will make
themselves available for this episode. For The
Birds by Alfred Hitchcock, loosely adapted by
Evan Hunt form Daphne du Maurier's novel of
the same name, Prelight will mainly use archive
footage. Interviewees will include Matthieu
Kassovitz, Jean-Christophe Grangé and Brian
de Palma to name but a few. Further film clips
will be added were the argument makes it
necessary.

DRAMA

The two titles selected are The Godfather
and Barry Lyndon. For The Godfather director
Francis Ford Coppola, who also wrote the
screenplay together with the original author
Mario Puzo, will make himself available. Barry
Lyndon was adapted by director Stanley
Kubrick from the novel The Luck of Barry
Lyndon by William Makepeace Thackeray. Here
the filmmaker Pascale Cuenot will mainly
use archive footage, but contributors will
include Baz Luhrmann, Jacques Audiard, Steven
Spielberg amongst others.

October - December 2015
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prelight films

The two titles selected are Zazie dans le
métro and Fantomas. For Zazie dans le métro
by Louis Malle the producers will mainly use
archive material, but Malle's co-author JeanPaul Rappeneau might make himself available.
Fantomas directed by André Hunebelle was
adapted by Pierre Souvestre and Marcel
Allain. The filmmaker will use archive footage
to situate Fantomas. More film clips and
interviews will round of this rather amusing
episode.

FANTASY

The two titles selected are Nosferatu and
Excalibur. For Nosferatu director Werner
Herzog, who also adapted the Bram Stoker
novel, will make himself available. For Excalibur
the filmmaker will use archive footage and an
interview with director John Boorman, who
also wrote the screenplay together with Rospo
Pallenberg based on the work of Thomas
Malory. Further guests will include John Milius,
Tim Burton, J.K. Rowling and Francis Ford
Copppola, whose Dracula will also feature.

WAR

Werner Herzog

SCIENCE FICTION

The two titles selected are Blade Runner
and 2001: A Space Odyssey. The screenplay
for Blade Runner by Ridley Scott was written
by Hampton Fancher and David Peoples
based on the 1968 novel of Philip K. Dick Do
Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? Hopefully all
of them will be available either in interviews
or through archive footage. 2001: A Space
Odyssey by Stanley Kubrick was inspired by
Arthur C. Clarke's short story The Sentinel. The
filmmaker will use archive footage to cover the
process of adaptation. Amongst the other film
clips to be used there will be War of the Worlds
by H.G. Wells and Planet of the Apes by Pierre
Boulle, who will also make himself available
together with David Lynch, Michael Crichton
and Steven Soderberg.

Umberto Eco
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The two titles selected are The Bridge on
the River Kwai and Apocalypse Now. For The
Bridge on the River Kwai directed by David
Lean there is fortunately plenty of archive
footage in the “making of ” vein. Carl Foreman
and Michael Wilson worked in secret on
the screenplay as they were both on the
Hollywood blacklist. The Oscar for the Best
Adapted Screenplay was received by Pierre
Boulle, the author of the original novel, who
didn't speak a word of English. His memories
will be precious. For Apocalypse Now directed
by Francis Ford Coppola the screenplay was
written by John Milius, Michael Herr and the
director. They based themselves on Joseph
Conrad's Heart of Darkness and Michael Herr's
Dispatches. Interviewees will feature John
Milius, Francis Ford Coppola, Pierre Boulle
amongst others.
The series Paper Screen will be available by
April 2016. The producers have provided us
with a link for a teaser:
http://prelightfilms.com/projects/paper-screenfrom-stories-to-movies/

directed by Pascale Cuenot
produced by Prelight Films for
Orange Cinéma running time 6 x 52'
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A CHRiSTMAS TALE
MiRABiLE MYSTERiUM
The Huelgas Ensemble, founded in 1971 by
Paul van Nevel, is well known worldwide for its
inventive programmes, particularly of unknown
masterpieces, mainly from the Medieval and
Renaissance periods. For Christmas 2016
they take us on a tour of Europe with music
ranging from the 14th to the 19th century and
inspired by Christian myth and tradition. Shot
in a church in Antwerp and staged specially
for the camera, the singers and instrumentalists bring to life the “Mirabile Mysterium” of
the birth of Christ. A perfect programme for
Christmas Eve.
The programme consists of four parts and
breaks down as follows:

The Travel of the Three Kings Melchior, Gaspar
and Balthazar
Vincti presepio (à 3) anonymous, ca. 1300
Reges terrae (à6)
Pierre de Manchicourt, ca. 1510-1564
Ab oriente (à 5)
Jan Pieterszoon Sweelinck, 1562-1621
Drei Könige (à 5)
Peter Cornelius, 1824-1874

The Birth in Bethlehem
Balaam de quo vaticinans (à 3)
anonymous, ca. 1300
Myrabile Mysterium (à 5)
Jacobus Gallus, 1550-1591
Este niño que es sol del aurora (à 2, 4, & 9)
Jerónimo Luca, ca. 1630
Carol for Christmas Eve (à 4)
from: Christmas Carols, London 1871

directed by Leonid Adamopoulos
produced by VRT for Canvas+ in

Epilogue
Quae stella sole pulchrior (à 1 & 4)
Breviary of Paris, 1736
Dexen que Llore mi Niño (à 1, 4 & 8)
António Marques Lésbio, 1639-1709

association with RM Creative
60' Shot in HD with
Surround Sound

running time

The Crime of Herodes
Hostis Herodes Impie (à 4)
anonymous, ca. 1320
Interrogabat Magos Herodes (à 4)
Jean Mouton, ca. 1459-1522
Vos in Rama (à 5)
Giaches de Wert, 1535-1596
A voice from Ramah was there sent (à 4)
B. Luard Selby (England, 19th Century)
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ALEXANDRE THARAUD:
BACH'S GOLDBERG VARIATIONS
- A FILM
Part four of the “Clavier-Übung” appeared
in autumn 1741 and showed J.S. Bach at the
height of his art. His first biographer, Nicolaus
Forkel, relates the anecdote that Count von
Keyserlingk commissioned the work for his
young resident harpsichord player Johann
Gottlieb Goldberg to comfort him in his
sleepless nights. We only know that Bach met
the Count on a trip to Dresden and gave him
a copy of the Goldberg Variations, albeit without
dedication for Goldberg who had been a pupil
of his and W.F. Bach's. The fiendishly difficult
variations are based on a 32 bar theme of
which the first eight notes originated from
Handel's Chaconne avec 62 variations published
in 1733 and certainly known to Bach. This
eight tone subject must have inspired him
as described in the Nekorlog (Orbituary)
put together by C.P.E. Bach and his pupil J.F.
Agricola: “He just had to have heard a theme
in order to instantly have in mind its complete
artistic potential”. The opening aria is followed
by 30 variations with a repeat of the aria at
the end.
Most music lovers know the reference
recording of harpsichord player Wanda
Landowska and the legendary filmed version
by Bruno Monsaignon with Glenn Gould. Why
then try again?
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Alexandre Tharaud is one of the few
musicians with a strong interest in film. No
wonder that Oscar-winning Michael Haneke
cast him in his “Amour”. Together with
Stéphane Aubé, himself a trained pianist and
experienced television director, he decided
on an adventure which recalls the golden age
of television when everything was possible.
Artist and director took out a lot of time to
discuss the music and their approach to a
visualization. The director thereafter prepared a
detailed story board before bringing the pianist

to a television studio. There they recorded
under ideal conditions and with state of the
art equipment their film version of Bach's
masterpiece which will enchant viewers and
listeners alike. Special care has been taken with
the lighting in order to play with the pianist
and the location in a way you could never do
with a life broadcast. CD and DVD will be
published by Warner/Erato in autumn 2015.
Poorhouse International, LGM´s long-standing
distributor will handle television rights worldwide.

directed by Stéphane Aubé
produced by LGM running time

62'
Shot in HD with Surround Sound
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ALAiN DANiELOU

WELCOME TO THE LABYRiNTH

We owe it mostly to Alain Daniélou that
we now begin to appreciate Indian Music
not just as another kind of world music but a
classical music from a different culture, from
India. Long before the Beatles journeyed
to India and Ravi Shankar became a star
in the west Alain Daniélou travelled the
country, collected and recorded Indian Music,
became a Sanskrit scholar, converted to
Hinduism, studied the music, played the veena
professionally, wrote books about related
subjects and worked between 1949 and 1953
even as a research professor at the Banaras
Hindu University.
Riccardo Biadene's documentary is an
adventurous musical journey through India,
following Welcome to the Labyrinth, the
biography of French-born Alain Daniélou, who
lived in India between the 1930s and 60s.
Indian dance, religion, tradition vs modernity,
sculpture and Kamasutra are presented
through the eyes of the man himself with a
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focus on “The Music of Gods”, the traditional
Indian Music.
Concerts, dance and everyday life episodes
will be blended with exclusive archive footage,
pictures and recordings from Daniélou's
days. Daniélou and his partner Raymond

Burnier also were the first Westerners ever
to photograph the mostly unknown Indian
temples. Director Biadene meets with artists
and researchers who have either known
Daniélou or were influenced by his findings
which cumulate in decoding Indian Music

and making it known in the West. We also
get firsthand knowledge of his persona
through rare interviews he gave over the
years and testimony of friends including
Maurice Béjart. Many academics snubbed him
in the 1950s because of his very personal
approach but today thanks to much improved
communications we know better. Indian
classical music is a treasure which we now
not only explore like Olivier Messiaen did but
enjoy in many fine performances at festivals
during the year. “Depending on the perspective
from which we look at the labyrinth”, says Alain
Daniélou, “we will see it as an insurmountable
problem or we will see the first step to finding our
way out”. This is what Biadene's documentary is
trying to achieve.

directed by Riccardo Biadene
produced by FIND
running time 58' Shot in HD

October - December 2015
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CASSE-NOiSETTE
THE NUTCRACKER
Jeroen Verbruggen came in second at the
Eurovision Young Dancers Competition in
2001with a solo entitled Hyperballad created
by himself. Although dancing with JeanChristoph Maillot's company Les Ballets de
Monte Carlo for ten years choreographing
was always on his mind. Maillot, who can be
considered a sort of mentor to the young
talent, commissioned Verbruggen's first official
ballet for his company in 2012. Kill Bambi was
a collaboration with the Paris fashion house
On Aura Tout Vu. In 2013 Jeroen Verbruggen
created his second ballet for Les Ballets de
Monte Carlo entitled Arithmophobia. The
first soloist had turned into a full-fledged
choreographer. While Maillot commissioned
further work for 2015 and L’enfant et les
sortilèges to celebrate the 30th anniversary
of the company in 2016, it was the Grand
Théâtre de Genève, which gave him the

commission to do his first full-length piece.
It was to be a new interpretation of the old
warhorse Nutcracker. Verbruggen went back
to E.T.A Hoffmann and put his dream of
Nutcracker/Casse-Noisette into motion. Sets
and costumes in a minimalistic baroque style
were again created by On Aura Tout Vu. Jeroen
Verbruggen took a step out of time with this
unconventional and playful take on the well
known fairy tale. In his version the figure of
Marie, a young girl captivated by the mystery
of beginning womanhood, needs to come
out of her shell and eventually liberate the
prince. Drosselmeier, the magician, is a sort of
ringmaster who appears under various guises.
On his way Verbruggen takes the audience to
Alice's wonderland, “a dreamscape” as Tomas

Bagackas says in his review, “of swirling rainbow
hues, carefree to the point of frivolity, running the
gamut of somber, gay and absurd moods; to a
world where his characters multiply and begin to
speak to our inner child”. And in an interview
prior to the première Verbruggen confides
that he discovered a lot of likenesses between
Drosselmeier and himself, a bit hyperkinetic,
festive and merry.

directed by Stéphane Lebard
produced by LGM
running time 83' Shot in HD

CASSE-NOiSETTE
THE NUTCRACKER

Ballet du Grand Théâtre de Genève
Orchestre de la Suisse Romande
Conducted by Philippe Beran
soloists

Marie Sara Shigenari
Drosselmeier Geoffrey Van Dyck
Prince Nahud Vega

October - December 2015
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A SONG FOR THE FBi

Frank Sinatra, the popular entertainer would
have celebrated his 100th anniversary coming
December. A good reason to reprogramme
Wichita's brilliant documentary A Song for
the FBI which tells the story of how a genius
performer got entangled in the web of the
underworld and became so popular that he
could not discern any more between right
and wrong.

IN THE TRACKS
photo © Thierry Ledoux 2008

Prelight Film's In the Tracks of Alexandre Desplat
will be screened at the Festival Lumière this
autumn in Lyon.

LAST FOLiO
FAREWELL TO
JEAN-MARiE DROT

Filmmaker, writer, collector and friend
Jean-Marie Drot passed away at the end of
September in his late eighties.
He made me discover the wonders of Les
heures chaudes de Montparnasse, naïve painters
from all over the world and in particular
from Haiti, and the exciting ideas of an André
Malraux in his quest to understand the world
through its arts. French television owes him
many great documentaries which opened a
window on the world. I recall many dinners
talking about our “patrimoine” and our
television reflecting the ever changing societies
we live in. Amongst the many highlights we
enjoyed together are those moments at the
Villa Medici in Rome when we were able
to screen Maben's Pink Floyd at Pompeii and
Palmer's Maria Callas to an enraptured Roman
audience. Jean-Marie, we will not forget you.
Reiner Moritz

A DiAPASON D'OR FOR KURTAG
The LGM recording of Jatekok (Extracts)
and Transcriptions of J.S.Bach at Cité de la
Musique in 2012 has been released on DVD
by ECM and promptly won one of the most
coveted prizes of the French Music Industry.
Congratulations! This is what the press had
to say:

“Four
hands, two
hearts, one
soul”.

SHOSTAKOViCH

The Arthaus Musik box of the complete
Shostakovich Symphonies, Concertos and the
documentary by Reiner E. Moritz garnered the
“Choc du mois” in France. “A Historic Box” is the
general opinion.
The box was also reviewed by Phil Sommerich
for the Classical Music Magazine in the UK.
This is what he had to say: “The making of
those recordings is an example of the multimedia
approach and marketing nous needed these days
in the expensive business of capturing classical
music on video”.

GOLDBERG VARiATiONS FOR
THE CAMERA

Alexandre Tharaud
and Stéphane Aubé
succeeded in their
tour de force of
recording Bach's
musical monument
as a film. Warner/
Erato is releasing
the DVD.

CHRiSTMAS iS COMiNG

VRT and RM Creative offer a wonderful mix
of vocal music telling the Christmas story
performed by the world renowned Huelgas
Ensemble specially for the camera in a church
in Antwerp. Mirabile Mysterium consists of
four parts The Birth in Bethlehem, The Crime of
Herodes, The Travel of the Three Kings and an
Epilogue mixing music from the 13th to the
19th century. Running Time 60 Minutes

Last Folio -The Exhibition
After a very successful and extended run at
the Staatsbibliothek of Berlin Last Folio -The
Exhibition is moving to Moscow where it will
open on October 13th at the Museum of
Tolerance. The New York exhibition moved
to Boston and opened at the Taft University
Gallery on September 17th.

READY FOR DELiVERY
Women who run Hollywood 52’
Hollywood Censored 52’
Alexandre Tharaud: Goldberg Variations 62’
Wayne Marshal, Orchestre National d’Ile de
France : Classical Film Music 87’
Bertrand de Billy, Orchestre de Paris:
Saint-Saens 80’
Cafés des Artistes 52’
Alain Daniélou - Welcome to the Labyrinth 58’
Falstaff (DNO) 129’
The Nutcracker 83‘
Vertigo 20 53‘
Russia 60‘

POORHOUSE iNTERNATiONAL
AT MIPCOM 2015

During MIPCOM Dr. Reiner Moritz and
Heike Connolly will be at the Creative Europe
Stand P4.B1 Tel. +33 (0)4 9299 8596 or at the
apartment: Armenonville - Entry 5,
6th floor, 9 Rond Point Duboys d'Angers
06400 Cannes, Tel : +33 (0)4 83 44 08 91
Mobile, Heike Connolly +44 7720 060102

58 Broadwick Street
London W1F 7AL
telephone: +44 (0)20 7436 8663
email info@poorhouseintl.co.uk
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